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High Fidelity Cables is a small American company that manufactures high-end audio
cables. The owner, Rick Schultz, holds many patents, has started two top-tier cable
companies, and aims to provide high-deﬁnition, dynamic audio products that retain
high ﬁdelity and musicality.
This article is an evaluation of High Fidelity Cables by Stereosound, comprised of
the following sections: brand story, equipment evaluation, and designer
conversations with Rick Schultz. Four audiophile evaluators will provide listening
reports on the Ultimate Reference Helix balanced signal line, Ultimate Reference
Helix power cable, MC-0.5 power conditioner, and the Trinity Helix headphone
adapter. This is the ﬁrst all-in-one evaluation of HFC's high-end models done in
China, and is not to be missed.
Here is a brief outline of what is covered in this article:
Brand Story - Rick Schultz is a Canadian inventor based in the United States,
and holds six patents related to electrical products and speaker units. Most of
his patents are related to magnetic conduction research.
Ultimate Reference Helix Balanced Signal Line - Even the luster of guitar and
jazz drums can be revealed. Ordinarily there is only a clean and transparent
feeling when listening, this time I could actually see the texture. The sweeping
of the drum brush opened up the levels and dimensions of the music, which
provided a pleasant surprise.
Ultimate Reference Helix Power Cable - Pure and ﬂawless like a natural
beauty - I will fall in love with even without makeup. In the world of audio, the
character of purity is rare among hi-ﬁ cables. Only High Fidelity Cables can
provide this level of sound.
MC-0.5 Power Conditioner - Like an interior designer facing a messy room, it
will help the owner methodically place objects where they belong. After this
process, even though the area of the room did not increase, the structure of
the entire area has come into perfect order.
Trinity Helix Headphone Adapter - If I have to use one simple phrase to
describe HFCʼs futuristic technology Trinity Helix, I will say ʻit shows you the
true colorʼ
Designer Conversation with Rick Schultz - Magnetic Conduction Technology is
a huge discovery - itʼs not as simple as adding a magnet to two wires, the core
of it is to replace the wire with a magnet.

Brand Story - Americaʼs High Fidelity
Cables

Who is Rick Schultz?
Rick Schultz is a Canadian inventor living in the United States, who holds six patents
related to electrical products and speaker units. Most of his patents are related to
magnetic conduction research.
Rick is an audiophile with nearly twenty years of manufacturing and inventing
experience. His early work was on power cords - adding metal dampening material
to the conductor to reduce distortion caused by current vibration. His ﬁrst company,
Virtual Dynamics, started in Barrhead, Canada, specialized in the production of
various types of high-end audio cables, power processors, and accessories.
This was an unfamiliar and little-known brand. Compared to manufacturers like
Audioquest, Tara Labs, or NBS which were very prosperous due to signiﬁcant
marketing efforts and numerous reviews, Virtual Dynamics rarely obtained evaluative
coverage or promotion, limiting their number of customers. But those who used
Virtual Dynamics cables must had two questions: Why are these cables so thick and
tough? How is low frequency control and power maintained so well? Virtual
Dynamics thus cultivated a small group of dedicated fans with its distinct identity and
cable properties.
Rick paid special attention to distortion in the wire. Multi-layered shielding was
applied regardless of grade, resulting in thick and robust cables. He developed
Dynamic Filtering technology, using a special sunstance to mechanically suppress
the vibration of the conductor and obtain a clean, bright, wide-band effect. A
patented ProTexX carbon lubricant was applied to the plug to remove oxygen
particles from the metal surface and leave a ﬁne carbon ﬁlm to block the air,
preventing oxidation. Virtual Dynamics was also one of the pioneers in the extremely
low-temperature treatment of conductors.
The Virtual Dynamics series of cables is divided into four levels: the ﬂagship
Genesis, the Revelation Signature, the Third revelation, and the Fourth Master. The
third and fourth levels use copper wire, while the upper levels use silver wire. The
workmanship of the outside of the cable is rough. The cables are quite heavy and
not easily bent, and the plugs can be easy to break and had a high repair rate.
Coupled with the lack of promotion, high pricing, and ﬁnancial crisis, in 2009 the
company was closed.

A Comeback After Three Years
After years of research, Rick Schultz discovered a solution to further reduce
distortion in conductors using a magnetic ﬁeld. Although no one really understood
what effect the magnetic ﬁeld would have, the prototype quickly gained praise and
attention from the audio industry, including with The Absolute Sound founder and
famous sound critic Harry Pearson.
Rick developed Magnetic Conduction Technology (US Patent No. 8,272,876), the
core of which is the use of magnets and magnetized parts to inﬂuence signal ﬂow in
conventional conductors. Three years later, in 2012, Rick started High Fidelity
Cables and moved the family to Plano, Texas (now relocated to McKinney) for
further research and development.
High Fidelity Cables' new cables were specially designed to improve upon the rough
workmanship and defects of the old Virtual Dynamics products, and the reliability
was signiﬁcantly enhanced. Everyone knows the principle of electromagnetism and
magnetoelectricity. Where almost all wire manufacturers say to avoid magnetic
ﬁelds, Rick does the opposite. He directly applies the magnetic ﬁeld to the audio wire
to offset the current ﬂowing through the conductor in order to get the correct sound a unique idea among the high-end audio industry. Thus, the name of the brand is
simply called High Fidelity Cables - quite a memorable name.
In addition, Rick Schultz also discovered a new method of conductor suspension
(US Patent No. 9,631,691), which suspends the magnetic equipment inside the
conductor in a viscous gel, thereby effectively suppressing unwanted vibration and
reducing noise and roughness of the sound.
Rick Schultz transferred the magnetic conduction technology patent to a company
called Magnetic Innovations LLC, a company made up of a group of investors,
mainly lawyers and engineers, who were early followers of magnetic conduction
development. Rick currently serves as President and CEO of Magnetic Innovations
LLC, where he is responsible for the operation of High Fidelity Cables.

Ultimate Reference Helix Balanced Signal Line

Like you, when I ﬁrst saw High Fidelity Cables I was desperately trying to ﬁnd out
more about the brand. Yes, they are a real American production, whose production
is in McKinney, Texas, USA.
The ﬁrst time I saw HFC was at the CES audio show in Las Vegas, USA. In a small,
dark room, I met Rick Schultz, who invited me to sit in front of a stage, saying he
wanted to perform magic for me. Wow, there is free magic to watch! I sat down
quickly. Rick's prop was a vacuum tube with a long-neck ﬂask (a cathode ray tube).
After turning on the power, a blue electron beam was emitted from the vacuum tube.
In the natural environment, the beam is not straight but scattered and diffuse. Rick
approached the beam with a spherical magnet, and the beam changed position in
the tube with its attraction to the magnet, looking like a wonderful dance. The
constant change of position in the tube was as wonderful to behold as dancing. As
the magnet came closer to the beam, the more concentrated the beam became and
the less it scattered, until it ﬁnally gathered into a stable, concentrated line inside the
vacuum tube.
Rick informed me that this is the effect of the magnetic ﬁeld upon the electrons.
Using the magnetic ﬂux conductors they developed, it counteracts the drift and
scattering phenomenon (skin effect in cables), allowing the current signal to ﬂow
steadily and precisely through the center of the conductor, reducing distortion in the
transmission process. Rick then explained to me that this is how High Fidelity
Cables works. The fact that a magnetic ﬁeld is added to the wire makes me feel that
he is pulling my leg. Just when I am about to get up and leave, he said: "Do you
know Harry Pearson? Yes, the founder of The Absolute Sound. He used a word to
describe our line - 'Breathtaking!'"
Cables that made the notoriously picky Harry Pearson exclaim “Breathtaking”? This
piqued my interest, so I arranged to have some demos sent to me. After a month,
Rick sent several top cables of High Fidelity Cables from the United States. I know
that HFC has long been famous in the United States, but in China there were not
many reviews. Especially evaluations of their ﬂagship model are even more rare. I
approached this opportunity with the utmost seriousness and reverence, since the
the Ultimate Reference Helix balanced signal line that I was about to review is priced
at the exorbitant rate of $21,360 USD for 1.5-meters of cable (equivalent to RMB
nearly 150,000 yuan!).

Relying on the Magnetic Field to Reduce Distortion
Like other top brand wires, HFC uses the reduction of distortion during transmission
as the main selling point. In general, manufacturers make a fuss about high-purity
materials, twisting wire geometries, and shielded shock absorbers. HFC, on the
other hand, has created a stable magnetic ﬁeld for signal transmission, so that the
drifting, discrete electrons are concentrated by the magnetic force and transported
into the center of the conductor for maximum efﬁciency and signal preservation. The
electronic signals normally dispersed along the surface of the conductor are now
concentrated in the core to achieve the enhancing of the signal and distortion
reduction. Where 99% of the high-end cable manufacturers in the world would keep
their wire far from magnetic ﬁelds, HFC is doing the opposite. As far as I know, this
is the only such company in the world, making HFC a very interesting and unique
business.
They did not disclose information about wire conductors, but the plugs are custommade and looked larger, actually housing multiple pieces of magnetic materials
inside. There is a set of two metal sleeves in the middle of the wire. This is the core
technology of HFC, which is called Magnetic Conduction Technology. The two drums
are ﬁxed with metal-cut elliptical pieces, and there is a shock-proof rubber ring at the
edges. (By the way, after prolonged use these rubber ring will age and crack. The
reply from HFC is that as normal consumables, the durability depends on
temperature variations in different countries, and replacements can be bought
cheaply in hardware stores.) The wire is very thin, with a transparent outer layer of
Teﬂon. The inside is a silver metal mesh. As for whether the conductor is copper or
silver, and multiple or single strands, there is no information - only on the body of the
cable is printed US Patent No. #8272876, giving a mysterious, high-tech vibe.
In actual use, it took a lot of effort to set up. In the past, Virtual Dynamics (another
brand founded by Rick Schultz before HFC, known for its low frequency and power
capabilities) power cables needed a long time to connect because the wire was very
thick and difﬁcult to bend. And the heavy strands, which were twisted together,
caused even the component to be dragged down. Now the HFC cables are not thick
or hard, and the wire is not twisted. I thought the connection would be very
convenient, but I was mistaken. The middle "wave guide" is very heavy and
occupies a lot of space, so it cannot be suspended in the air. Rather, a ﬂat surface is
needed, which can cause a lot of trouble if the equipment rack is too small.

A Neutral Nature, with Good Temperment
My listening system was a SONY SCD-1/AURALIC ARIES turntable, DCS
SCARLATTI DAC decoding, KRELL KCT preamp, 350MCX mono post, Wilson
Audio Watt Puppy System 5.1 speaker, and Ultimate Reference Helix balanced line
for decoding to the preamp. The comparison line has a JPS Aluminata/Ye Audio
Zero Evo/Nordost Valhalla 2 balance line. The Ultimate Reference Helix, being a line
of 150,000 yuan, gave a strong impression as soon as the sound was turned on.
First, there is the quiet background and rich details! This comment is a bit cliché, any
cable review can use this comment, but HFC did a very good job in this regard. I
thought that the Ye Audio ﬂagship line had achieved perfection in regard to the
background - I did not expect HFC to do even better. If used for comparison, Ye
Audio is like the Sahara Desert, and HFC akin to the lunar surface. As for features of
the details, I can only say that on my system nothing more can be revealed, because
the speaker has reached the pinnacle. You can still hear the huge contrast between
JPS and HFC - Take Dick Schory's King of Percussion as an example: the physical
sense of each instrument is very clear; although some instruments canʼt be
recognized by name, their sound has been echoing in the air. It sounds lively and
vivid, and the appearance of the details makes the texture stand out. On the JPS, it
only appears as a blur and then is gone, with no stereoscopic elements to speak of.
Secondly, neutral nature has no temper! I originally guessed that since the HFC
cable is so thin, it must be a silver cable, but the mid-high frequency characteristic of
silver cables is absent, nor is there the feeling of low-frequency looseness
emphasized by copper wires, so I was momentarily at a loss for the right words to
describe it. I think that on some unbalanced systems, this type of cable can't
showcase its advantage - only on those expensive systems that are comprehensive
and balanced, this system will see a rapid improvement when paired with this cable.
When listening to pop music, the sound is refreshing and neutral; voices that should
be full are not deprived of richness, soundtracks that should be sumptuous are not
bare. In short, everything ﬁts. In addition, its low frequency control is very good, but it
is deﬁnitely not the full, boundlessly spread type. The speed is very fast, not sloppy.
One note of clariﬁcation: the signiﬁcant low-frequency superiority of Virtual Dynamics
cable in the past is not obvious on HFC. If you want to get a strong low frequency,
JPS is more suitable and cheaper.
Finally, the three-dimensional sense is quite strong! I thought Nordost, which has a
strong sense of air, would get the top spot in this respect. However, HFC also
performed very well. Taking Accuphase's Special Sound Selection as an example,
the physical feel of classical instruments is quite solid, not a monotonous plane. I
was fascinated by its high-grade balance right away. It is a powerful voice, no matter
what type of music, and there is a clear sense of layering and space. It is different
from Nordost in that, although the transparency is also high, the chassis is more
solid. Nordost is signiﬁcantly more pronounced towards medium and high frequency,
a tendency HFC does not have. I especially like the jazz "talking with the guitar",
especially enjoyable to listen to on HFC - even the luster of the guitar and jazz
drums can be revealed. Usually only the sense of cleanliness and transparency can
be felt, but this time I could see the texture - the sweep of the drum brush at once
opened up the levels and dimensions of the music, giving me no choice but to lend it
praise.

After listening to this cable late at night, I didn't feel sleepy. I suddenly realized that
the HFC cable did not give any sense of pressure or fatigue. I didn't feel tired after a
long time of listening. There didnʼt seem to be cables involved. I still canʼt help
making fun of the name of the company - it is either through complete or lack-of
conﬁdence that they have branded themselves High Fidelity Cables - quite the style
of Chinese third-rate brands, donʼt you think?
High Fidelity Cables sells very expensive lines. Take the signal line as an example.
The most popular Reveal RCA is $900 for a meter. The most expensive Professional
Series RCA is $18,900. It is equal to audio luxury. You see the luxury bag
Hermes/LV/Chanel never advertises that its own craftsmanship is excellent. High
Fidelity Cables constantly reminds users of its high quality sound. I am worried that
the sales will be unremarkable. In fact, there are really no users in China.
However, my fears seem to be superﬂuous. High Fidelity Cables has been well
received in many audio shows in Europe and North America. There are a lot of video
recordings on YouTube. They launched the unprecedented top-level speaker Bafﬂex
last year and have already received orders. In a recent email, Rick Schultz told me
that at the AXPONA 2019 audio show in the United States six months ago, they also
received the Gold Show Award from the famous audio media AVShowrooms.

Before I heard about High Fidelity Cables, I didn't have a good impression of this
brand because it was very expensive, and the “magnetic ﬁeld energy concept”
promoted by the manufacturer was just a very shallow basic physics concept. It
seemed like this brand was more like a scam, low tech, low end, so there was no
interest in buying or auditioning. However, fate often has its own plans. One day, I
received an invitation from China Stereo and had the opportunity to try to hear High
Fidelity Cables' ﬂagship power cord, which cost more than 100,000 RMB. Since it is
a free lunch, why not? And the result became the beginning of the story.
High Fidelity Cables, established in the United States in 2012, introduces magnetic
ﬁelds into the transmission of audio signals to counteract the unwanted magnetic
ﬁelds generated by current transmission. This produces some amazing effects. They
never specify whether conductors are made of copper or silver, or mention its purity,
only illustrating the use of specially customized rhodium-plated plugs and three
magnetic waveguide systems. The magnetic ﬁeld is applied to the conductor
because it helps to reduce the distortion caused by electron scattering. Usually the
electrons prefer to travel along outside the conductor, but in a speciﬁc magnetic ﬁeld
environment, electrons are forced to merge into the middle of the conductor, greatly
reducing distortion of the signal. Everyone tried the tin can phone experiment when
they were young - a string was tightened between two tin cans, and sound was
transmitted from one side to the other. The function of Helix technology is to tighten
the rope with external force to further reduce distortion. This is the technology for
which the company applied for US. Patent #9631691.

There is a Mystery Inside the Plug
All HFC plugs are specially made. The reason for the customization is not only the
coating requirements, but also the mystery in the plug, because it is not enough to
apply the magnetic ﬁeld in the middle of the wave guide. The exclusively designed
plug is much longer than the average plug. There are components that control the
magnetic ﬁeld inside. Of course, the secrets of the manufacturer are not explained.
You just need to remember not to replace the plug with another manufacturerʼs.
Seeing the actual cable, HFC separates the hot, ground, and neutral wires of the
power line from the input. Each strand is completely independent and does not use
the winding technology that was previously used by the Virtual Dynamics brand. The
brand's grading is also very simple - just look at the number and size of the magnetic
waveguides on the line. The smallest Reveal is an oval ball, the superior model
begins to make a fuss in the plug, and then the upper grades have a separate large
magnetic waveguide system. Then, like a limousine, higher end models have a
lengthened magnetic waveguide system and upgrades to the components in the
plug. Anyway, you only need to remember that the greater number of magnetic
waveguides, the longer the length, the more exquisite the outer appearance, the
better the performance and more expensive it is.
Before I was familiar with it, I still thought this was a scam, because using magnetic
ﬁeld on the wire was done long ago by others. The power cord and magnetic ring
that used to be popular in the past - even adding a magnetic ring when inputting
some machines - was to produce the high-frequency ﬁltering effect. A few cents of
magnetic ring in the hands of HFC, by enlarging it, can sell for tens of thousands of
dollars?

The power cord for my audition was High Fidelity Cables' CT-1 Ultimate Reference
Helix Power Cable (priced at USD $14,650 for 2 meters, equivalent to more than
RMB 100,000). It is the brand's second ﬂagship model and boasts the giant
magnetic waveguide processor on the wire. Unobstructive placement and installation
became very difﬁcult. I had to move the equipment and adjust the existing wire
combination to successfully connect the CT-1 to the Esoteric Grandioso
K1CD/SACD. Please note that the line is already 2 meters long. Do not buy the 1
meter model to save money. In my opinion, it is suited for the horizontal arrangement
of all the equipment of American fans.
At ﬁrst glance, it is several times better than the LessLossC-MARC that I am using
now. The CT-1 sound is very open, transparent, and has amazing penetrating power.
The level is very clear, not like the sound that new wire can make; CT -1 doesn't add
color, changing the music, but it exudes elegance and reveals the integrity of the
music. The CT-1's mid-range texture is especially good, and the subtle details can
be heard clearly. The makeup of the High Fidelity Cables is pure and ﬂawless. It is
like a natural beauty. It doesn't need makeup. It is the type I like. In the audio world,
"pure" is very difﬁcult to achieve. The traits are not what the High Fidelity level can
achieve. High Fidelity Cables? Yes, High End Cables are right!
The CT-1 is expensive after all, but it makes a lot of sense. The improvement of the
size of the sound ﬁeld, the depth of three-dimensional space, and the freshness of
the human voice is obvious. In addition, the advantages of the reduction of the mute
detail and the increase of the low-frequency fullness from the Virtual Dynamics era
are retained. Extremely low distortion, exceptionally quiet background, and excellent
high-frequency extension are also unmistakable. I have purchased a lot of high-end
wires, including some $100,000-level power cords and signal lines. I have also tried
a combination of using wire that is more expensive than the equipment. The
expensive wire will bring signiﬁcant improvement to the system, and enough to make
the system that was originally unsatisfactory full of charm, but is this a realm that
must be achieved through expensive wires? After the experience has accumulated,
the author is not so sure. In fact, most of the sense of hearing comes from the sound
characteristics of the brand rather than the level of the wire. It is good enough to buy
the $10,000-level wire. If the budget allows, it should be used to upgrade the
equipment. Just for a little stimulation, are you willing to pay for this difference? If I
can, I would like to try High Fidelity Cableʼs entry level Reveal - there is no large
magnetic cylinder, so 1 meter is OK, the price is only $1,300 US dollars.

Musical "Space Planner":
High Fidelity Cables MC-0.5 Power Conditioner

The Most Important Thing is Order
What is the most important thing for a dad with a family of two children? The answer
is order, whether it is to maintain the order between the two little demons and
preventing ﬁghts from breaking out, or to educate them to keep the home orderly
and clean. Because for a fan who often has new equipment arriving and leaving
home, it is the curious baby who possess uncanny hands-on abilities that is more
dreadful than the wife who is familiar with the equipment market.
What is the most important element of sound for an audio commentator? The
answer is still order, the integrity of the sound ﬁeld, the rationality of the image, and
the important purpose of expressing the whole music, because music is not only a
melody, but also an art that shows the hierarchical structure of the orchestration.
What hiﬁ can't contain is the charm of the melody, and hiﬁ further shows the charm
of interpretation.
I have inadvertently expressed the characteristics of today's protagonist, but have
not had time to introduce its name: High Fidelity Cablesʼ MC-0.5 power conditioner.
Although its their most affordable product, the price of $299 US dollars is almost
three times that of similar kinds of domestic mainstream products.
Unlike common products, this MC-0.5 power puriﬁer ﬁts in the palm of your hand. It
looks like an isolated version of the black power cord plug. However, combined with
a rather heavy metal body, it is more appropriate to use black "grenade" to describe
its appearance. In addition to the MC-0.5 lettering engraved on the silver metal insert
at the end, the metal surface of the entire cylinder does not have any indicator light
or display. Its only function and is to simply insert it into the electrical socket.

Make the Sound More Orderly
It is difﬁcult to see all the secrets are sealed inside the heavy metal shell. It is difﬁcult
for outsiders to ﬁnd out, but curiosity can always offer a clue. There is a strong
magnetic ﬁeld around the MC-0.5, which was discovered inadvertently when the
scissors used to break open the packaging was pulled toward it. If you put two MC0.5s close to each other, there are only two results: either they are drawn together or
repelled by each other. HFC also mentions in the brief technical description of MC0.5 - electricity and magnetism go together, and the home audio system is both the
transformation of electricity and the coupling of magnetic force. While many
manufacturers focus on power processors, HFC has taken a different approach from
the magnetic point of view. By connecting the MC-0.5 with a strong magnetic ﬁeld
into the power system, the current is reasonably guided under the inﬂuence of the
magnetic ﬁeld, and it runs more orderly. This effect is reﬂected in the ﬁnal sound. Not
only audio equipment, but also televisions and home theater systems can beneﬁt
from improved image clarity and resolution.
With my background in science and engineering, I can say that the electromagnetic
theory is indeed correct, but theory is not the same as reality - only by testing in the
real world can its true nature be determined. I connected the MC-0.5 to the LALS
Res C15M large-angle speaker system, and the access positions were wall plug and
socket. The sensitivity of the horn system makes the insertion and removal of the
MC-0.5 more audible. Simply put, the sound becomes more orderly. As mentioned in
the opening paragraph, what is order? The MC-0.5 is like a space planner - facing
some messy houses, it will help the owner to put the items in the place where they
should be placed. In the end, although the area of the house is not enlarged, the
overall pattern is more organized, and it is easier for people to ﬁnd the location of the
item. The MC-0.5 has such magic in the sound. Listen carefully, and the sound ﬁeld
has not changed, the dynamics have not changed, the sound is as always, but the
overall image is clearer, and the details are more vivid. After the scattered details
were further condensed, just like the ancient landscapes, the white space of the
picture also appeared, showing its atmosphere and mood.

Convex Lens Focusing on Sunlight
It is not difﬁcult to understand how all these changes are made. Under the coupling
of strong magnetic ﬁelds, the current ﬂow is more organized and efﬁcient, so that the
details of the ﬁnal sound are more emphasized, and the background will naturally
appear cleaner and darker. The author deliberately checked the ofﬁcial data of MC0.5. The result is that there is no power consumption. It shows that the working
mode of the MC-0.5 is indeed different from other active electrical devices. For
example, it is like a convex lens or magnifying glass that can focus sunlight. It does
not consume energy or color, but it helps the light to work better. This is the biggest
point of difference from other active power conditioners. Many middle and low-end
power conditioners will make the sound cleaner, but at the cost of sacriﬁcing
dynamics, while the HFC MC-0.5 bypasses the traditional idea of driving electricity
with electricity, instead using a magnetic ﬁeld to clear the circuit - a winning strategy.
If you already have a high-quality power processor, is it unnecessary to use the MC0.5? The answer is no, unless your power processor is already loaded with magnetic
force, this unique device can simply be plugged into an extra socket. Magnetic
conduction is applied to the current entering the power processor. Once plugged into
the socket, it provides a clearer music signal with better dynamics and realistic
musicality, which is both more detailed and easier.
Of course, the concise principle and usage does not mean that everything is perfect
by simply plugging it into the socket. A single MC-0.5 is not an inﬁnitely strong
magnetic ﬁeld, so its scope of inﬂuence is limited. From actual experience, the
advice is to place it as close as possible on the wall plug, in other words, the closer
to the main line, the better, so that it can maximize its optimization range. At the
same time, HFC also proposed another effective application, that is, in any free
sockets insert as many MC-0.5s as possible. Although HFC gave prices of single for
$299 dollars, a pair for $549 dollars, and four for $999 dollars, from the point of view
of the general listener, a system with two MC-0.5 is enough to experience the
pleasant surprise from the "sound space planner".

Not a Headphone Ampliﬁer...
Better than a Headphone Apliﬁer...
High Fidelity Cables' Trinity Helix Headphone
Adapter

Electricity Produces Magnetism, Magnetism
Produces Electricity
On an autumn day, yours truly received some futuristic technology from the United
States - the Trinity Helix headset adapter produced by High Fidelity Cables. The
company's active products include one large and one small earphone adapter: the
smaller Trinity Go is for portable equipment you can hold in your hand, and the
larger Trinity Helix, heavy to lift with both hands, is obviously for the desktop
headphone enthusiasts. Although this is not a headphone ampliﬁer, it can function
as an amp. To see how it works, please read on.
When it comes to High Fidelity Cables, a company founded in 2012, I was at ﬁrst not
familiar with it. To be honest, today's hiﬁ industry, especially hiﬁ wire and associated
brands are endless, and each family claims that their products are unique. Whether
each manufacturer can do what they advertise, I have no way of telling, although I
must admit that there are indeed many manufacturers holding unique technology,
and today's protagonist High Fidelity Cables and its principal Rick Schultz are
among them. What is this companyʼs specialty? The answer is simple and
somewhat unexpected - magnetism!
Speaking of magnetism, this is something that many hiﬁ products can't avoid. Some
manufacturers even use degaussing as a selling point to introduce wire and
connector products that have been degaussed. The reason is very simple electricity and magnetism are closely related. Uncontrolled magnetism can interfere
with normal currents, causing distortion. High Fidelity Cables, on the other hand, use
exclusive magnetic permeability technology in almost all its products. There is a
common appearance among its cable products - there is a metal wave guide along
the conductor that looks very high-tech. This is the unique technology of HFC.

Magnetic Force Guides Current
The basic design idea is not complicated. It is to let the conductor or electric signal
pass through a group of permanent magnets, so that the electrons which are
normally randomly distributed in the cross section of the conductor are “pushed” by
the magnetic force to the center of the conductor, thus forming a more convergent
and more regular, or in other words more pure, current signal, thereby achieving
reduced distortion and suppressed noise. Speaking of this, a bold idea ﬂashed in my
mind - wouldnʼt it be wonderful if such a rectifying device is used along the entire
conductor to allow the magnetic force to escort the current signal all the way?
However, such a daring idea was dashed when I saw the protagonist of today,
because if there really is such a line, oh no, a solid pipe, I am afraid I would be
utterly unable to move it on my own.
Leaving the boring theory aside for now, let's talk about this headset adapter called
Trinity Helix. I have to say that this is really a steel block - carrying the original box,
and avoiding the cautionary glances of the security guards' eyes and squeezing onto
the subway during the evening rush hour, I seemed to understand the mysterious
smile on the face of the person who handed it to me. The Trinity Helix is a 5kg
headphone impedance adapter and the HFC brand's ﬁrst high-ﬁdelity device
designed for high-end headphones. It uses the extremely powerful Helix magnetic
waveguide module, and the internal magnetic force is enough to make any electrons
of the audio signal attracted to the center of the conductor, preserving all the details
carried by the signal.
Its appearance is like a triangular prism. There are standard quarter-inch (6.5mm)
headphone jacks on both sides for signal input and output. It should be noted that it
does not support other types of interfaces. The 6.5mm headphone jack is the only
choice. Because it is not a headphone ampliﬁer, the power interface does not exist
because it works without plugging in, equal to a passive signal booster. The outer
casing is made of heavy tank-like metal. The triangular prism shape was chosen in
order to make the three-way strong magnetic balance distribute the magnetic ﬁeld as
much as possible. Rather than categorizing the Trinity Helix as a headphone
adapter, it is perhaps more accurate to say it has applied the essence of HFC
magnetic permeability waveguide technology to the headphone leads.

Devil Headphones HE6 Debut
The audition equipment mainly includes the Melco N1ZH as a digital turntable, which
is output to Chord Dave through the USB interface and directly pushes the Hiﬁ Man
HE6 and Sennheiser HD800S large earphones through the decoder headphone
interface.
Dave's impression of direct sounding is expected. Although it still maintains a
considerable sense of transparency and sound, and the sound is healthy and
energetic and slightly warmer, it is obvious that it is being held back, and the sound
is not ﬂat enough. The tail and spatial reverberations of the instrument were
ambiguously passed. The delicate and diffuse sense of the instrument, especially
the strings, is still there, but the shape and texture of the instrument are rather
vague. The tri-band distribution is uniform, but the extension at both ends does not
give the maximum enjoyment. After hearing this much, to summarize in one
sentence, the potential of the headphones is signiﬁcant, but regrettably is not well
driven.
The ﬁrst impression of the Trinity Helix is the tranquility of the background. This
feeling is difﬁcult to feel without contrast, just like describing black if there is no
darker color for reference. The advantages that come with a comparison are also
obvious. In the darker background, many details, reverberations, and subtle
dynamics are reﬁned in this more intense contrast. While retaining the original
transparency, the sound is immediately visible, and vividness and fullness are
enhanced. As more reverberations and overtones are restored in the recording, the
stage is signiﬁcantly more open in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions.
Listening to the guitar violin concerto, track 6 of Stereosound's Reference Record,
The violin sound at the beginning is more detailed, whether it is the reverberation of
the strings and the body, or the reverberation of the air that is accompanied by the
vibration of the strings. Natural and textured, it doesnʼt make people sit up straight
and raise the ears to ﬁnd and pay attention to the details, but unconciously
surrounds them with music. The second half of the guitar solo presents a slightly
different aesthetic, from the movement of strutting the strings its vibration, the crisp
guitar sound echoes throughout the space, the shape and texture of the instrument
are well reproduced. The ﬁnal part of the ensemble is the two phases of the two
sounds of different characteristics that complement each other - not messy and not
robbing each other, but intoxicating the audience.
Another signiﬁcant enhancement is the three-band sense of power. The two ends of
the frequency response are more freely extended, and the sound is more cohesive
and distinct. While listening to Jennifer Warnes's The Hunter, the female voice reemerged in a more cohesive, emotionally rich, and more textured sound. Compared
to Dave's direct push, it seemed she had ﬁnished warming up and returned to the
studio more energized. In Track 2 and Track 8, not only vocals, but sand hammers
and drums are also very beautiful as rhythm instruments. The low-frequency texture
and volume are excellent, ﬂexible, and distinct, very stereoscopic and not muddy,
and the momentum is in place. I have no choice but to lend praise to such textured
and loose low-frequency sounds.
Since such excellent results have been achieved in both subtle and prominent
vocals, we have reason to expect good performance in the major symphony. I put on
the last movement of Dvorak's Ninth Symphony, although it is a vulgar repertoire,
when the iconic main theme is ringing again, the momentum is still moving. The
dynamic performance of the free movement is immersive. The open and deep sound
stage places the whole orchestra in the right place, not crowded at all, and the
sounds of various instruments can be fully reproduced. During the climax, the brass
wind instruments, the string group, and the percussion group are still very accurate
when they are together, not crowding each other. The details are rich. The brass
sounds, airy overtones, and the delicate luster of the string instruments are all
present. For such a combination, it must be said that such performance is quite
satisfactory.

HD800S
If the biggest shortcoming of the HE6 headset in the Dave system comes from
insufﬁcient driving power, then for the HD800S, the weakness is much less
pronounced. The slightly more sensitive HD800S still maintains good transparency.
The tone is slightly serious and slightly thin, and the sound stage is not as wide as
expected. However, this open space is like an empty rough room in the original
system, not being fulﬁlled. The lack of medium-low frequency density is a weakness
of the HD800S.
In listening to the Stereosound Reference Record Track 6, the HD800S gives a
grander scene, as if you are in a larger space listening to the band's performance.
The style of the presentation is different from that of the HE6, which is more solemn.
The atmosphere is the same. Under the excitation of the Trinity Helix, the
instruments have a better sense of body shape. It is slightly ﬂat and solid, and the
micro-dynamics and details are more complete with clear playback, making the
picture more realistic and more vivid.
When listening to Tchaikovsky's First Piano Concerto, which was performed by Ms.
Agerich and the Philadelphia Symphony, the sound of bright and high-pitched brass
instruments and grand and authoritative strings began to unfold to the audience. The
magniﬁcent picture, followed by the piano accompaniment, displayed the power and
weight of the HD800S. In the second repetition of the piano solo's main melody, the
accurate reproduction of the strong and weak sounds and the complete playback of
the overtones, without any discount, propped up the majesty of the whole piece of
music.
When listening to Jennifer Warnes's The Hunter, the voice is obviously crisper, the
texture is clearer, the mid-frequency part is more coherent and fuller, and the lowfrequency dive and bounce are obviously calmer. It should be said that the sound is
ﬂeshier and more ﬁlled with details. The HD800S headphones are inherently slightly
serious and solemn, and the singer seems to sing in a more formal occasion, but the
voice is not hindered.

Sit Back and Enjoy!
If you want to describe the technology behind the Trinity Helix in one sentence, I will
say "it shows you the true color!" With the exclusive magnetic permeability
technology, more sufﬁcient driving force can be released, resulting in a more tranquil
background, a wider sound stage and a more cohesive and lively sound quality,
almost all around excellent sound performance. I remember once an exptert
audiophile said that the goal of the ampliﬁer should be to be faithful and not to
modify too much. For the Trinity Helix, it is not an ampliﬁer, it does not have a
traditional analog signal ampliﬁer circuit inside. By giving it a good analog source
and headphone interface, it will be able to put enough powerful and high-quality
driving force and the original front-end information to your headphones, and then,
just sit back and enjoy!

Designer's Report
High Fidelity Cables
Mr. Rick Schultz

What is Magnetic Conduction Technology?
Magnetic Conduction Technology is a huge discovery. It is not as simple as adding a
magnet to two wires. The core idea is to replace the wire with a magnet. At the same
time, a method of applying a permanent magnetic ﬁeld to a ﬂexible wire was
developed - leading to a reinforcement effect. This technology has been patented
(U.S. Patent No. 8,272,876). The patent is for getting electromagnetic energy
passing through the wire that affect not only the electrical properties of the wire, but
also the magnetic portion of the energy itself.
The basic concept of magnetic conduction technology is quite simple. Moving
electrons in a wire create a magnetic ﬁeld called a B-ﬁeld around the wire. When
each electron moves or rotates, a B-ﬁeld is generated, and this energy is called
electromagnetic energy. When the current moves along the wire, the B-ﬁeld moves
in a direction perpendicular to the wire. If a strong magnet is applied in the same
direction of the current, because the B-ﬁeld is far less powerful than the magnetic
ﬁeld generated by the magnet, the magnetic ﬁeld can affect the conduction of
current. In this new mode, the B-ﬁeld generated by the downward ﬂow of electrons is
"forced" in the same direction as the current, and not the B-ﬁeld itself that passes
through the wire.
In the past 200 years, standard conductors have always generated a magnetic ﬁeld
when conducting electricity. Now, through magnetic conduction technology, electrons
will be forced to follow the introduced magnetic ﬂux lines. This changes the way
electronic signals are aligned within the conductor. In this new model, electrons tend
to concentrate in the center of the wire, rather than running on the outer surface as
in traditional conduction. In traditional non-magnetic wire, as the signal frequency
becomes higher, these high frequency signals are pulled toward the outside of the
wire, creating a so-called "skin effect."
The advantage of magnetic conduction is that the movement of the electric signal is
forcibly transferred to the inside of the conductor, becoming more linear and efﬁcient,
and greatly reducing the electrical impedance, skin effect, and noise problems.
Although the science cannot be fully explained, physicists still agree that electrons'
conduction also accelerates in magnetic conduction models.

What Else Besides Wire?
High Fidelity Cables is so far the only wire manufacturer to adopt my patented
invention. The brand currently offers power distributors, signal adapters, and even
ampliﬁers with this technology, and strives to develop more magnetic conduction
concept technologies, including circuit boards, capacitors, transformers, and more.
Last year, we just completed the design and production of the latest ﬂagship
speaker, Bafﬂex, which is priced at $80,000-120,000 depending on the conﬁguration.
Bafﬂex's design concept is a bafﬂe speaker that can be ﬂexibly opened, capable of
moving the side panels into various positions to meet different room layouts and
acoustic characteristics. In order to overcome strangely shaped rooms, it can be
adjusted separately from left to right, and is very ﬂexible.
Another key principle of design is the concept of mechanical grounding. Mechanical
grounding is based on the principle that vibrational energy always moves to the
earth, so it is called mechanical grounding. The concept is similar to Goldmund's
philosophy, but it is more efﬁcient because it handles all the drivers in a single plane
and the material choice is better than Goldmund.
The front bafﬂe and bracket are made of brass. A study by Stanford University
conﬁrmed that brass is one of the fastest materials for moving mechanical vibrations.
Bafﬂex features four 12-inch bass drivers and one 8-inch midrange unit produced by
Audio Nirvana. Our patented acoustic phase plug is also installed at the front of the
unit. The tweeter is made from golden enamel banded treble with a CNC-cut
aluminum horn. The highest frequency is up to 40KHZ. The terminals and wiring are
HFC patented magnetic conduction design. Each speaker weighs nearly 200 pounds
and is only accepted for made-to-order production.

Unexpected Discovery During Development
The development of magnetic conduction technology was a long process. From the
ﬁrst discovery of the effect of magnetic ﬁelds on sound systems, to completing the
patented wire construction, a lot of experiments and tests were needed. In the early
experiments, we encountered some unexpected ﬁndings. One of the discoveries
was that the magnet affects the phase. Once I tested magnets in my own system, it
sounded like one of the speakers was reversed, just like the positive and negative
terminals of a speaker had been switched. Through a series of experiments, I began
to realize that the magnetic ﬁeld must be in the right direction to sound natural, and
deviating from this can lead to strange sounds. There was no precedent for how to
determine the direction of the magnetic ﬁeld, but it was indeed possible to hear the
difference in sound.
Another interesting ﬁnding came from tests done at the University of Toronto. In a
test led by Dr. Vijay Sood, we used a 5hp variable speed motor to test energy
efﬁciency. The result was 1.5% energy savings by replacing only 8 feet of motor
wire. In the subsequent audio tests, we compared two wire models: one using a
magnetic ﬁeld and the other without. We could clearly measure the reduced
harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion data. Compared with the nonmagnetic wire model, the signal-to-noise ratio of the magnetic wire was greatly
improved.
However, we found another problem. When magnetically driven wires were used,
extremely low-level noise appeared on the oscilloscope which was not visible on
wires without magnets. Engineers believed that magnets somehow generated noise,
but this theory seemed unreasonable because the magnets do not produce any type
of measurable signal or frequency. Through several experiments, it was found that
once added to the signal path, the magnet delivered a lower level of signal than the
line itself allowed. This means that the magnet can indeed transmit music and any
signal generated by the electrons, and the magnetic driven wire can transmit signals
of a wider range than the ordinary wire.

Author: I found an interesting piece of work when I talked in depth with Rick Schultz,
the principal of High Fidelity Cables. This manufacturer specializing in cables just
completed their ﬁrst speaker system, Bafﬂex, last year, which is priced at $80,000120,000. For a brand that only makes cables and no other products, this price is
exorbitant. Every time I talked about this pair of speakers, Rick was full of praise. I
can see that he invested a lot of research and development. I speciﬁcally asked him
about Bafﬂex and asked Zhang to translate it to everyone. At present, there is no
Chinese introduction of Bafﬂex in China, so this may serve as an invitation to get
others to weigh in. Please understand the possible ﬂaws in translation. By the way,
my guess for the name of Bafﬂex is a combination of bafﬂe and ﬂexible, and
highlights the selling point - a ﬂexible openable bafﬂe speaker.

The Bafﬂex speaker is designed as a ﬂexible, openable bafﬂe speaker whose side
panels can be moved back to the rear or opened horizontally forward to
accommodate different room layouts and acoustics. In order to overcome the
strangely shaped rooms, each speaker can be adjusted on the left and right sides to
compensate for the defects of the wall on one side of the room, which is more
ﬂexible than the traditional speaker design.
The key principle for constructing such a loudspeaker is the concept of mechanical
grounding. The mechanical grounding is based on the principle that the vibration
energy always moves to the maximum mass object. It usually means the earth, so it
can also be called grounding, but unlike electrical grounding, this is a kind of
mechanical concept. Similar to the concept of the Swiss Goldmund, but because we
deal with all the drivers in a single plane, the material selection is better than
Goldmund, so it is more effective.
The material used is very important to achieve mechanical grounding. Bafﬂex's front
bafﬂe and bracket are made of brass. The front bafﬂe is made of slightly curved
brass plates. The curvature is because after assembling the speaker, the rear steel
bar and the unit itself will straighten the brass plate under tension.
A study by Stanford University conﬁrmed that brass is one of the fastest materials for
transmitting mechanical vibration, and pressure is a catalyst for transmitting
mechanical vibration. Imagine a childrenʼs telephone toy: A string is attached
between two tin cans, and when the string is tightened, one tin can easily transfers
the sound (vibration energy) to the other tin can, and one can hear the conversation
clearly. Without this tension, vibration cannot be transmitted. By using a brass
material that conducts vibration quickly and under pressure, the front bafﬂe can
quickly transmit unwanted vibrations from the speaker unit to the ground. The studs
to which the bracket is attached are also made of solid brass. The top-wide tapered
spikes move the vibrations from the foot and into the ground beneath it, and cannot
be reversed.

Bafﬂex speakers feature four 12-inch bass and one 8-inch midrange full-range unit
produced by Audio Nirvana, which is made of expensive cobalt magnet. Our
patented acoustic phase plugs are also installed at the front of the unit to greatly
improve clarity. The tweeter is a ribbon treble from the gold cymbal, equipped with a
CNC-cut aluminum horn. The highest frequency is 40KHZ, and each unit of the high
and medium bass is ﬁrmly ﬁxed to the brass front bafﬂe. The side panels are made
of aluminum alloy with a brass hinge between, and a rubber gasket in the middle to
prevent ringing.
When the side panel is fully opened, a wide and open feel can be achieved and the
low frequency extension is increased. When the side panels are closed back, Bafﬂex
begins to simulate the sound of traditional speakers. Moving the side panels
changes the image, sound pressure level, and low frequency response, allowing the
speaker to work freely in smaller or larger rooms.
The sensitivity of the Bafﬂex speaker is about 102db, and the recommended power
output of the ampliﬁer ranges from 3W to 300W. Of course, the power is no problem.
We use the 70W A and B output MA-70 mono stage amps developed by ourselves
to achieve good results. Since the speaker unit is full-band sounding, the stroke is
not long. Although the bass is enough for most, the speed and tone are very
accurate, but we recommend using it with a subwoofer for the best overall effect.
Bafﬂex speakers are huge, each weighing nearly 200 pounds, and the heavy part is
mainly metal. Although the frame is made of metal, Bafﬂex does not have any
obvious metal box sound. The speakers are connected by High Fidelity Cables
conductors. The only crossover component is on the tweeter and a capacitor is used
to cut off the low frequencies. The terminal is an HFC magnetic conduction design
and is a proprietary component of the company. Several Ultimate series of
waveguides assist in the magnetic conduction of the entire speaker wiring.

This pair of speakers is currently only available by order, it is not a conventional
product. More of a design necessity, we needed very clear speakers with good
consistency and tone balance in order to demonstrate our cables ﬂexibly in different
types of rooms. Once developed, there are already buyers in the United States.
Bafﬂex pricing ranges from $80,000 to $120,000 USD, depending on surface
treatment and unit selection, and we can customize any surface treatment to suit our
customers' needs. In addition, we can also put in a 15-inch bass driver, but the
overall size will be larger.
This is the speaker with the most realistic dynamics and clearest sound that I have
heard. Bafﬂex has won many awards and praise from audio shows, the most recent
one at the AXPONA audio show in Chicago, USA. I hope that one day you can hear
it. I believe you will fall in love with Bafﬂex.

